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ABSTRACT 

In 2020 Pronk organized a workshop with students at the University of Alberta in Canada. They have 

been working outside since before dawn; mixing a slurry of water and paper together, pouring the 

resulting concoction into a prestressed foil fixed on a wooden frame and smoothing it as it freezes. 

Pronk estimates that his reinforced ice can be as much as three times stronger than regular frozen water. 

Usually, ice is very brittle, but adding fibre like paper or wood pulp makes it stronger and ductile. The 

fibre also acts as an insulator, and ensures the ice does not melt as fast. The materials are cheap and 

natural. Therefore, they do not harm the environment. In this case, the fiber used to create these ice 

beams is toilet paper. 

The next day, the team removed the ice beams from their fabric mold. Both V-shaped beams were a 

little over six centimeters thick. The sun was just visible over the horizon as they propped up each 

beam with pieces of wood placed under the ends. Students took turns adding concrete blocks on top 

— creating a “point load,” to determine how much weight each beam could hold. The skinnier beam 

took 600 pounds before it crumbles, while the larger one took 780 pounds before succumbing to the 

bricks.  

Pronk sees the future of building with ice in projects that need to be strong but can be hard to clean up, 

such as temporary foundations for drilling rigs. He also says it might have future applications, such as 

research on Mars, where the environment is very cold. This project with Canadian engineering students 

might inspire them to new possibilities in cold climates. 
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